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Task 
•  History: 

o  2008-2011: Wikipedia image retrieval task @ ImageCLEF 
o  2006-2007: MM track @ INEX 

•  Description: 
o  ad-hoc image retrieval 
o  collection of Wikipedia images 

  large-scale 
  heterogeneous 
  user-generated multilingual annotations  

o  diverse multimedia information needs 

•  Aim:  
o  investigate multimedia and multilingual retrieval approaches 
o  attract researchers from both text and visual retrieval communities    
o  support participation through provision of appropriate resources  



Wikipedia Image Collection 
o  237,434 Wikipedia images 
o  wide variety, global scope 
o  created in 2010, used for the second time in 2011 

•  Annotations  
o  user-generated - highly heterogeneous, varying length, noisy 
o  semi-structured  
o  multilingual (English, German, French) 

  10% images with annotations in 3 languages  
  24% images with annotations in 2 languages 
  62% images with annotations in 1 language  
  4% images with annotations in unidentified language or no annotations 

•  Wikipedia articles containing the images in the collection 

•  low-level, visual features  
o  provided by CEA-LIST, France  

  cime : border/interior classification algorithm 
  tlep: texture + colour 
  SURF: bag of visual words 

o  provided by Democritus University of Thrace, Greece  
  CEDD descriptors 
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Topics 
•  Goal: 

o  diverse information need, variable difficulty 
o  commonly searched topics on the Internet  

•  Topic development: 
o  Exalead image search log, Wikipedia top search 
o  preliminary evaluation with Cross Modal Search Engine 
o  final selection by organizers according to the number of relevant images in 

the collection 
o  image examples selected from Flickr (under Creative Commons licence) 

Number of topics 50 
average # of images/topic 4.84 

average # of terms/topic (English) 3.1 

average # of relevant images 68.8 



Topic Example 

<topic>  
   <number> 114 </number> 
   
  <title xml:lang="en"> diver underwater <title>  
  <title xml:lang="de"> Taucher unter Wasser <title>  
  <title xml:lang="fr"> plongeur sous l'eau <title>  
   
  <image> diver1.jpg </image> 
  <image> diver2.jpg </image>   
  <image> diver3.jpg </image>  
  <image> diver4.jpg </image>   
  <image> diver5.jpg </image>  
  <narrative> Photos that show at least one person with diving  
         equipment (full or only goggles and snorkel) underwater are relevant.          
         Divers outside of the water and people underwater without any  
        equipment are not relevant. </narrative>  
</topic> 



Relevance Assessments 
•  Pooling: 

•  depth = 100 
•  on average 1,500 images to 

assess 

•  Crowdsourcing 
o  CrowdFlower 
o  Amazon MTurk workers with 

automatic user quality 
management 



                   Relevance Assessment 

•  HIT: assess relevance  
•  5 images per HIT 
•  1 image gold standard   
•  3 turkers per HIT 
•  0.04$ 
•  majority vote 



Participation  

•  45 groups registered 
•  11 groups submitted a total of 110 runs  

51 textual 
  2 visual  
57 mixed 

15 relevance feedback 
16 query expansion 
12 QE + RF 

42 monolingual 
66 multilingual 



Results (per group) 

•  best performing run: a multi-modal, multilingual approach 
•  Fusion of runs of 2 participants 

•  best textual run: XRCE 11. place 
•  best mono-lingual run: UNT 23. place  

•  many (successful) relevance feedback & query/document expansion runs 



Significance of Results 
•  probability of swap in ranking depending on difference in MAP on disjoint topic sets 
•  5% error rate: 0.041 difference in MAP 



Results (per modality) 
•  over runs: on average, multimodal performs better than textual  
•  over participants: 8/9 best run is multimodal 
•  over topics: 38/50 on average better with multimodal approaches  

•  combination of modalities shows improvements 
o  increased number of visual examples 
o  improved visual features 
o  more appropriate fusion techniques 



Results (per topic) 

Average difficulty of topics: 

•  topics with named entities are easier and benefit from textual approaches 
•  topics with semantic interpretation and visual variation are more difficult 



Results with QE and FB  

•  combination of query expansion and relevance feedback efficient for most of 
the topics 

•  Technique useful if MAP improves significantly (>= 0.01) 



Conclusions 

•  increased interest, stable participation (11 groups) 

•  new assessment method: crowdsourcing 

•  best performing run: a multimodal, multilingual approach with FB and QE 

•  combination of modalities shows improvements 
  increased number of visual examples 
  improved visual features 
  more appropriate fusion techniques 

•  collaborations among teams: component-based evaluation? late fusion task? 

•  2010-11 Wikipedia image collection with ground truth for 120 topics  



Thank you! 


